
 

Singularity 

You are in a mother ship near the black hole call Remneb Sagittarius near 
the center of the galaxy. The name of your ship is Aser 7. Your team is 
working at the QEG, the quantum entanglement generator. 

Introduction 

The ship use space entanglement to go from one area to the other. The 
mission of Aser 7 is to prove that entanglement is possible between two 
similar objects that have positions inside and outside of the black hole. 

The mission will use six probes, two of each size (1, 2 and 3 points). The 
probes will have to deal with the high energy orbiting around Remneb 
Sagittarius, the accretion ring, who in fact is falling inside the black hole at a 
very high speed. 

That is all. 

Master Anton Har, commander of the starship Aser 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Starship Aser 7 

 

Starting positions 

 



 

 

Localisation 

 

 

Number of players: 2 

Equipment: 12 pyramids per player (four of each size), one Volcano (the 
Generator) and one Wheel board (the Ring). 

Make more points to the opponent by sending his probes in the black hole.  

Goal 

Probe  move in all directions. 

Rules 

Probe of one point move of one space 



Probe of  two points move of one or two spaces in a straight or  broken line. 
He must not cross the same space twice. 

Probe of three points move of one, two or three spaces in a straight or 
broken line. He must not cross the same space twice. 

A move in the generator must be followed by a move of the same number of 
spaces in the accretion ring by the same probe value (point). You must play 
first in the generator. 

Example: If you play a 3 points probe in the generator, you also have to 
move a 3 points probe in the accretion ring and of the same amount of 
spaces. 

1) A probe can only jump over a probe of his color. 

2) A probe can cap another probe. If he caps a friendly probe, at his next 
move, he will combined his points value to the one  he cap before he move 
the probe that made the cap (of course any probe of more than one point can 
move in a broken line). 

3. If a probe cap an opponent probe, both probes are freeze. At the next 
move, the probe must move to end the freezing situation. In the accretion 
ring, probe that made the cap is going inside the other probes following the 
same rules. 

4. The bases have all their opposite bases in the accretion ring. Player can 
switch position of probes by using the opposite property. It is a regular 
move. 

5. If the opposite base is occupied by an opponent probe, you can also 
switch position with that probe. Any probe on a base can switch side with 
any other probe of the same value or not. The switch of course must be done 
in the generator first by a regular move. If there is more than one position 
available for the switch, the players choose which probe will move in the 
ring.  

6. A probe on a base (and only on a base) can be pushed or collapse in the 
black hole if opponent probes occupy both collapsing space neighboring that  



base. If that happens, the probe will go in the neighboring space of that base 
in the black hole and one probe of the same value in the generator must be 
taken out of the game. If the probe collapsing is freeze, both probes (of the 
two colors) will go in the black hole. If they are of the same color, they will 
both go in the black hole. Always remember that a lost in the generator must 
be equal to the same lost in the ring. 
 

 
Playing in the Ring 

Probes can move in the ring in 3 ways: they can used only the collapsing 
spaces, only the bases or both of them. 
 
 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

The game is over when 3 probes of the same color are inside the black hole. 

Endgame 

The value of the probes in points or pips will decided of the winner. 

The player who has fewer points in the black hole wins the game 

 

 Game created by Serge Richard in august 2020 

 

 

 

 

 



Empty boards 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


